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Spatial and electronic criteria for stability of complex perovskite superconductors are analyzed. We 
describe rules according to which complex perovskite materials are not likely to be obtained when 
simple perovskites can be built from some of the elements in question. For materials such as YBa&& 
OX, one finds two qualitatively different Cu stackings, namely a symmetric one (SCu between Ba 
planes) and an asymmetric one ECU stacked between Ba and Y). “CuO adjusts to the available space by 
buckling, while CuO is planar. This results in increased lattice pressure on Cu, leading to oxidation 
beyond Cu2+, i.e., to hole creation, with increasing x, which is initially localized on Cu. We suggest 
that this is the origin of an independent modification with T, - 60 K. When holes can penetrate to 01, 
T, - 90 K. These arguments can be generalized to include materials such as Bi2Sr2Ca,-,Cu,O,. 
Strategies for searching for new materials are outlined. 0 1988 Academic Press. 1~. 

Introduction 

After the discovery of several high transi- 
tion temperature (Ts) superconductor fami- 
lies based on CuO (e.g., (LaSr)&uO,, 
YBa,Cu,O, , CaSr2BiQ.t20x, or Ca2Ba2T12 
Cu,O,; see Refs. (1-8)) questions of their 
stability and important structural features 
have become of interest for understanding 
and designing new materials. We attempt 
here a crystal chemical analysis which may 
serve as an initial step for this purpose. We 
first describe structural results of high T, 
and related materials, and then analyze 
them with regard to space filling and elec- 
tronic considerations. We finally compare 
results and extrapolate into the future. 

Results 

Table I contains a representative sam- 
pling of structural features of high T, and 

related materials, together with their sche- 
matic stacking sequences. To analyze their 
space filling, we present, in Table II, ionic 
diameters of the elements in question. Ionic 
diameters are also shown in Fig. 1 as a 
function of valency and used to rationalize 
their stability. Classical perovskites, such 
as the prototype CaTiOJ, are composed of 
2+ and 4+ ions. The simple cubic 
perovskite stacks a M2+0 layer (B site) on 
top of a M4+02 layer (A site) which is 
turned by 90” (ab diagonal). The sum of the 
M2+ and 02- diameters, denoted as 
dM2+0, should be equal to the distance fi 
dM4+0. In this respect, it is customary to 
use a tolerance factor t for stability of 
perovskites, 

229 

de + do dB0 

’ = V’?(dj, + do) = ti dA0’ 

where dA and dB are ionic diameters for the 
two metals in question and do = 2.80 Ai, the 
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TABLE I 
STRUCTURAL DATA ON HIGH T, AND RELATED MATERIALS 

Lattice dimensions” 

Material Symmetry 4 bo co (A, Stacking 

Ladr02CuO4 Tetr. 3.78 13.23 Cu La La Cu 
YBa&O, Orthorh. 3.83 3.89 11.67(3.89) Cu Ba Cu Y Cu Ba Cu 
YBa&06 Tetr. 3.86 11.81(3.94) 
LaBa2Cu90, Tetr. 3.92 11.76(3.92) Cu Ba Cu La Cu Ba Cu 
CaSr2Bi2Cuz0, Orthorh. 5.41(3.83) 5.44(3.85) 30.78 Cu Ca Cu Sr Bi Bi Sr Cu 
CaSr2Bi2Cug0, Orthorh. 5.40(3.82) 5.46(3.86) 38.2 Cu Ca Cu Ca Cu Sr Bi Bi Sr 
CaBazTlzCuzOX Tetr. 5.44(3.85) 29.55 Cu Sr Cu Ba Tl Tl Ba Cu 
CaZBa2T12Cu,0, Tetr. 5.40(3.82) 36.25 Cu Sr Cu Sr Cu Ba Tl Tl Ba Cu 
NaCa2Nb3010 Tetr. 7.73(3.87) (28.98) NbCaNbCaNbNaNb 
B&T&On Orthorh. 5.41(3.83) 5.45(3.85) 32.84 Ti Bi Bi Ti Bi Ti Bi Ti 
y2cuzo5 Orthorh. 15.72(3.93) 12.76(4.15) 8.21 
YCUO, Hex. 5.31(3.75) 13.02 
BaCuOz Cub. 18.26 
InlCuzOS Orthorh. 24.62(3.1) 10.54(3.51) 3.27 
BaPbO, Cub.* 4.27 
BaBiO, Cub.* 4.35 

0 Values in parentheses correspond to primitive perovskite cell dimensions. Values with asterisks denote 
averaged cubic dimensions of lower symmetry material. 

TABLE II 

SPATIAL PARAMETERS OF METAL-O DISTANCE 

dM0 (A)0 

Metal ion dM (A) A B 

cu+ 1.9 4.7 65.6) 
Cd’ 1.4 4.2 (5.9) 

cd+ 1.1 Ca*+ 2.0 (::Z, 4.8 
Sr2+ 2.3 (3.6) 5.1 
Ba2+ 2.7 (3.9) 5.5 
Pb*+ 2.4 (3.7) 5.2 
Y’+ 1.9 4.7 
La’+ 2.3 (3.6) 5.1 
In’+ 1.6 (3.1) 4.4 
TI’+ 1.9 (3.3) 4.7 
Bi3+ 2.4 (3.7) 5.2 
Na+ 1.9 (3.3) 4.7 
K+ 2.7 (3.9) 5.5 
Rb+ 3.0 (4.1) 5.8 
Ti4+ 1.4 4.2 
Ce4+ 2.0 4.8 
Pb4+ 1.7 4.5 

0 Diameter metal ion +2.8 A (02-) for A and B sites, 
respectively. A and B sites differ by a factor of-\/z. 

diameter of O*-. Generally, AH is the more 
exothermic the closer t is to unity (values 
range (9) from -81 kJ for CaTi to - 152 
kJ for BaTiOj). For CeBaO,, t = 0.81, 
which lies toward the lower limit of struc- 
tural tolerance for this compound. Never- 
theless, the combination of a 2+ and a 4+ 
ion appears to make this a relatively stable 
perovskite, as reflected in the fact that so 
far no Ce analog to YBa$&O, has been 
found (6, 8), but that at this composition, 
CeBaOs can be one component in the phase 
diagram. The possible deleterious influence 
of the extra electron on Ce as compared to 
Y appears to be of no importance for “Ce 
BazCu30, ,” as valency tailoring through 
partial Ce substitution by Na did not (7) 
stabilize the YBa2CujOX-type structures but 
produced CeBa03 as a component. 

Aspects of the structure of YBa$&O, 
are schematically shown in Fig. 2 and Table 
I. We distinguish in the stacking between a 
symmetric (SCu stacked between planes of 
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4+ 2+ 

This value is much too large but the ob- 
served 0 buckling leads to accommodation 
if we allow for the O-O contact distance as 
(3.89* + 2.8*)“* = 4.79 A. This indicates 
quite generally a diameter requirement of 
2.0 A for an ion in the bc diagonal with a 
cell edge of 3.9 A (fixed by BaO and CuO) 
and O-O contact. Y3+, Ca*+, Cd*+, Na+ are 
typical elements fulfilling this requirement. 
The orthorhombic splitting then establishes 
hard sphere contact between Y and 0 along 
the diagonal marked by the shorter (a) axis 
on a rigid sphere model. In these respects, 
YBa2Cu307 is a marvel of successful space 
filling. 

3+ 

FIG. 1. Ionic space filling A%40 (in A) as a function 
of valency. Components from east and west quadrants 
(2+ 4+) should form simple valency perovskites. 1+ 
3+, I+ 4+, and 3+ 4+ combinations should have the 
potential to form complex perovskites. Two circles 
have been drawn with radii dCu2+0 and V? dCu2+0 to 
indicate the spatial requirements for other atoms. 

Ba, also referred to as chain Cu) and an 
asymmetric Cu (“Cu stacked between Ba 
and Y or plane Cu). The stability of YBa2 
CU~O,~~ (see Ref. (4) for literature compila- 
tion) derives from good ab diagonal stack- 
ing between Cu*+ and Ba*+, with t = 0.93 
for these metals. Y atoms are inserted in an 
unusual manner which results in diagonal 
stacking with a component along c (bc diag- 
onal). YO can therefore act as a buffer for 
space mismatch. The BaO unit cell diagonal 
defines the dimension along the a and b 
axes at 3.9 A. For Ku*+0 = 4.18 A, space 
filling has to be accomplished by partial 
buckling and bond compression. Ku*+0 
survives roughly along c with 4.16 A and 
for the buckled “CuO bond. sCu, however, 
is under increased lattice pressure along b 
because of the absence of buckling. The re- 
quirements for Y space filling are 4.80 A. 
This, without buckling, would have to be 
accommodated (Fig. 2) along a bc diagonal 
at a distance (3.89* + 3.36*)“* = 5.14 A. 

a 

l77l 

b 

FIG. 2. (a) Representation of space fhling in YBa2 
Cu,O, along b and c. The large circles represent 02-, 
the small filled circles represent rC~r+, the small open 
circles represent aCu2+. “Cu is under increased lattice 
pressure resulting in initial localization of Cu3+ on this 
site (with I’, - 60 K). Distances are sCu-aCu: 4.16 d;, 
“cu-“cu: 3.36 A along c. (b) Representation of space 
filling in YBa2Cu30, along a/2 and c. The large partial 
circles are 02- ; the smaller circle is Y3+. Distances are 
O-O, 2.8 A along c; O-Y-O, 4.7 A along ac diagonal. 
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i, i:r;L: 
n=3 

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic representations of YBa2Cuj07 
increased lattice pressure on ‘Cu or “chain” site 
(filled circle) over the one of aCu “plane” site (open 
circle, while triangles represent oxygen). This leads to 
01 valencies >2+ and initial chain site superconduc- 
tivity with T, - 60 K followed by plane site supercon- 
ductivity with T, - 90 K with increasing x for YBa2 
Cu,O,. The horizontal Cu-Cu distance is 3.89 A; the 
vertical one is 4.15 di. (b). Schematic diagram for 
Bi&&a,-,Cu,O, of buckling of Cu-0 bonds (Cu are 
represented by round symbols, 0 by triangles). The 
filled round symbols represent ‘Cu which is under 
higher lattice pressure, due to the absence of pro- 
nounced buckling on account of symmetry. We as- 
sume that “Cu sites are responsible for T, - 120 K, by 
comparison with GI with T, - 80 K. 

We now attempt to explain in terms of 
spatial requirements (lattice pressure) the 
presence of two plateaus at T, - 60 and 90 
K in YBa,CuyO, (IO, II). For this, we in- 
voke a smaller bond distance Cu-0-Cu for 
Vu compared to aC~, as “Cu-0 is not 
buckled (Fig. 3). This should preferentially 
oxidize “Cu to 3+ and generate T, - 60 K. 
This tendency for chain site “Cu to assume 
the 3+ state for x = 7 is also brought out by 
band structure calculations (12). When the 
plane site “Cu also obtains sufficient va- 
lency (>2), it becomes superconducting, 
with T, - 90 K. The c axis trends also cor- 
roborate this behavior. The shrinkage of c 
with x reflects the successive straightening 
of the buckled Cu plane sites as the Cu va- 
lency increases. An accelerated decrease 
happens just before the second plateau in T, 
is reached (4). The implication for T, (and x) 
of symmetric and asymmetric stacking of 

Cu can be carried to related compounds 
such as Bi$r2Can-iCu,O, (13) and CaBa* 
T12Cu20, (14). 

For CaSr2Bi&u20X, the cell dimensions 
are roughly fixed by the BiO and SrO space 
filling (Table I), presumably also with buck- 
ling of CuO bonds. For CaBa2Tl$u20,, 
dTl0 is considerably smaller compared to 
dBi0, and more severe CuO buckling can 
be assumed in this case. Generally, we ex- 
pect that only the larger divalent ions can 
form complex perovskites with Cu in higher 
valency states (a similar situation is ob- 
tained with early transition metals as shown 
in Table I). This condition is somewhat re- 
laxed with CaSr2Bi&uzOX and CaBa2T12Cu2 
0, or Ca2Ba2T12Cu30,. We note, however, 
that the Bi (large ion) compound forms with 
the relatively smaller Sr while the Tl 
(smaller ion) compound forms with the 
larger Ba. This appears again to indicate a 
principle of averaged space filling. In both 
cases (BiSr and TlBa) the averaged size for 
dM0 is -5.1 A. For InBa, the average size 
would be 4.9 A, making analogs such as 
St-,+ iBa&$u,+ZOx a possibility. 

Discussion 

Criteria for selection of elements in syn- 
thesizing complex perovskite materials that 
incorporate CuO include valence and size. 
The valence criterion appears relatively 
complex. A straightforward aspect can be 
stated negatively: no complex perovskite is 
stable whenever simple “valence perov- 
skites” can be built from the elements in 
question (East-West components in Fig. 
1). An example is the absence (6, 8) of Ce 
BazCuJOX, due to the stability of CeBa03 
which fulfills the basic requirement of 2+ 
and 4+ valency of the two metals in ques- 
tion. Concerning size, perovskites can be 
considered as a marriage of partners whose 
radii differ by a factor of fi. This is exem- 
plified by the selection of large 2-t ions in 
forming ceramic superconductors (Fig. 2). 
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These defect perovskites, however, illus- 
trate a second structural principle, namely 
an 0 defect layer which is built by 00 con- 
tact along c, and a bc diagonal spacer atom 
with an ionic diameter of -2 A. For this, 
elements in the periodic table diagonal such 
as Na+, Ca*+, Y3+ are suitable. The latter 
two have amply demonstrated their useful- 
ness, and Na+ has shown a potential for 
large homogeneous regions (7) in YI-,Na, 
BazCu30,. 

For mixed valent components in two 
crystallographic sites such as Cu in YBa2 
Cu30,, the spatial requirements (lattice 
pressures) can be different on these sites. 
This can lead to preferential hole creation 
(or mixed valence) on one site. As a result, 
stepwise increases in T, as a function of 0 
doping can be expected in some cases. This 
is indeed found for YBa2Cu30X where we 
postulate the T, - 60 K to be related to 
initial 3+ oxidation (holes) on “Cu. At 
higher X, holes also penetrate to “Cu 
(“plane Cu”) and generate T, - 90 K. The 
importance of “Cu in the T, - 90 K phase 
has been indicated through substitutional 
studies (2Z), where it was shown that Zn*+ 
substitutes for Vu, strongly reducing T,, 
while the smaller Ga3+ substitutes for $Cu, 
having only a small effect on T,. 

A similar situation is obtained with com- 
pounds such as Bi2Sr2Ca,-iCu,O,. In this 
case with y1 = 2 (Fig. 3), only aCu is found 
and T, - 80 K. For n = 3, one plane of Cu 
is inserted and T, - 120 K. We can assume 
that for n > 3, no major changes in T, 
should occur, as this does not lead to quali- 
tatively new spatial arrangements. T,(x) for 
n = 3 should show only one rise to the max- 
imum T, value because “Cu oxidizes first 
and the subsequent oxidation of “Cu will be 
masked. We note that partial Zn*+ substitu- 
tion would preferentially occur on act; this 
should, therefore, not have a pronounced 
effect on T, - 120 K for y1 = 3, but does 
influence T, - 80 K for 12 = 2. We further 
note that only “Cu should give strong 

changes in T, as a function of lattice param- 
eters, as “Cu can readjust through buckling. 
This should also lead to strong pressure de- 
pendences of T, in the relevant cases. we 
can assume that the T, - 60 K phase in 
RBazCu30, should then lead to increased or 
decreased T, values, depending on the size 
of R. This appears to be indicated by the T, 
- 56 K value in LaBa$u30,, compared to 
TS - 61 K for YBa2Cu306.6 (22). 

The series of compounds with increasing 
IZ is reminiscent of the situation with early 
transition metal compounds such as the 
Aurivillius (19) or Ruddlesden-Popper se- 
ries (20). We note, however, the distinct 
difference between the stacking (Table I) in 
Ca2Ba2T12Cu30, and BbTi3012 (Aurivillius 
phase representative). In both cases, there 
exist double layers of Bi or Tl, respectively. 
However, in the Aurivillius phases, these 
double layers are joined directly by transi- 
tion metals while in Ca,Ba2T12Cu30,, they 
are joined by Ba layers. There is a complete 
analogy between early and late transition 
metal analogs in the stacking of NaCa:! 
Nb3010 and YBa2Cu307, although the 0 
coordination is different. As a mixture of 
asymmetric and symmetric Cu stacking ap- 
pears to induce mixed Cu valence in YBa2 
Cu30,, materials such as NaCa2Nb30i0 
may have a potential for high T, when suit- 
ably doped such that Nb would be in a low 
d electron configuration. An intriguing 
question remains concerning the difference 
in 0 coordination of Bi or Tl (e.g., six coor- 
dinated in CaSrzBi2Cu20,) and Y (eight co- 
ordinated in YBa2Cu30,). This difference 
obviously is unrelated to the lone pair on 
Bi, as Tl also has this coordination, or to 
size, as dTP+ - dY3+. One possible differ- 
ence is the potential d electron involvement 
with Y. In any case, the energetic differ- 
ences between these stacking variations 
should not be strong; it might be possible 
also to obtain Y analogs of the CaSrzBi, 
Cu20,-type structures. 

Generally, we note that in addition to en- 
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forcing the basic structural features, metals 
such as Ba increase the oxidizing power on 
Cu, due to their low electronegativity and 
large size. Also, the buckling of CuO bonds 
will not only be dictated by space filling 
needs but will reflect the pressure of anti- 
bonding orbitals, by bending bonds and par- 
tially converting antibonding into nonbond- 
ing electrons. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, we note that complex 
perovskites are stable in those cases where 
components cannot form simple perovski- 
tes, due to size or electronic limitations. In 
RBa$u30, compounds, one can under- 
stand the presence of two superconducting 
modifications (with T, - 60 and 90 K, re- 
spectively) as a result of the stepwise cre- 
ation with x of d holes in Cu through dif- 
ferent lattice pressures at the two crystallo- 
graphic sites in question (SCu, Qt), The dif- 
ference in T, between analogs such as 
Bi&zCa,,-lCu,OX with n = 2 and 3 can also 
be explained by the presence of “Cu (with 
diminished buckling of CuO) only in the lat- 
ter. In order of increasing T, one finds “Cu 
one-dimensional (1D) (YBazCujO, , T, - 60 
K), “Cu 2D (YBa2Cu30, similar to B&S&a 
CqO, with T, - 80 to 90 K), and Cu 2D 
(Bi&Ca2Cu30x with T, - 120 K). The 
principle of size averaging appears to stabi- 
lize some complex stacking variations. This 
principle, together with plausible stacking 
sequences, should be helpful in discovering 
new high T, materials. 
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